MEDIA PROJECT IDEAS
CAN YOUR EXISTING PROJECT
BECOME A MEDIA PROJECT?

Start Here!

Is the Project Visual?
Does it include images or video?

No

Do Students Provide the Visuals?

No

Media Research Training
We provide trainings and documentation in finding media such as video, photos, and audio online.

Yes

Is this project about career development?

No

Extended Intro to Tech Resources
Hey! Great! You’re doing a media project! We suggest letting your students know about CATLABS and other resources on campus. We can help!

Yes

Art or Film?

No

Online Portfolio
You can use EduBlogs and other resources to create portfolios viewable through the web.

Yes

Excellent!
If you’re interested in project ideas that revolve around film and film criticism, get in contact so we can talk about your existing project.

Is there research?

No

Interviews?

Yes

We consider interviews to be research!

No

Is the writing editorial in style?

Yes

Try Video Resumes!

No

Are they working with data or instructions?

Yes

Try Infographics!

No

Does it involve career development, like a resume?

Yes

Get a Consultation!

Hey! We may not be able to help you here, but if you’re really interested in this whole media project thing, why not set up a consultation at sites.gsu.edu/assignmedia.

No

Blogs or Hyperlink Essays
Blogs are a great way to introduce writing for the Internet. Not ready to go on the web? Try Hyperlinks in word.

Is there research?

Yes

Hey! We like Research too!
You have a lot of options from here. You could work with video, photos, or even audio! Move on to check out some of our ideas and visit Assign Media for more information!

Hey! We may not be able to help you here, but if you’re really interested in this whole media project thing, why not set up a consultation at sites.gpc.edu/assignmedia.

Have a look at some of the mediums you can work with.

PHOTOS & INFOGRAPHICS
Consider using photo essays or information graphics to visually display information. Photos can be another way to communicate ideas!

VIDEO
How about mini-documentaries or video resumes? Use video to nail home how visual and audio communication can work together.

AUDIO
Incorporate interviews, environmental sounds that surround a topic into a single audio essay or podcast.

REMEMBER!
This is just the beginning. You can always get more information and set up a consultation by visiting Assign Media at: sites.gsu.edu/assignmedia.

Get a Consultation!
Hey! We may not be able to help you here, but if you’re really interested in this whole media project thing, why not set up a consultation at sites.gpc.edu/assignmedia.